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May 14 2018. Start 7:31 PM. 
Sixth Stage 2 RV test. Target 6 of 6. 

I have not seen the clue as to what kind of a target this is, however I also do not see the feedback 
link on the page so I might want to see that later the link that is. 

Wow this one is heavy, like several stone boulders on the ground near each other, lots of mass 
and density in many heavy objects that are on the ground. (The weight profile of the target 
landscape, and these were also the initial elements.) 

This one feels like a serious old man, the colors are gray and black, and there are massively heavy 
objects here on the ground, several about eight of them or a few more and these things weigh 
"like lead", they are very heavy for their size. They are shaped like smooth oval stone shapes. 
There is a sinister flavor to the elements on the ground, I cannot understand how these things on 
the ground can be so massive in weight and density. 

Let's just say that nobody dances around on this one (reference to previous target, target 4 I think 
it was). Magnetism is holding these objects "glued" to the ground, that adds to the force which 
feels like weight. The weight of them is so massive, that I suspect this to be the case of an impact, 
that these things were slung so strongly into the ground that the force of impact feels like a lasting 
weight force. 

I am in a quiet place it is so quiet that it is like in outer space. It is quiet and dark here. Yes. These 
objects had been slung into the ground with a great force of impact, they now sit there lodged in 
and still stuck so strongly to the ground like with a magnetic force which I believe is also a factor. 

Oops, I came back from the paint program and opened the target page which for a brief second 
revealed the target clue on the page I didn't read it and I don't know what it said but my eyes and 
brain could have seen it even if I don't know what it was consciously but it doesn't matter who 
cares. 

These objects are dense inside and not hollow. The inside is massively dense and solid and has 
that tremendous force that pushes them toward the ground continuously, the force seems to be 
more than just the weight force so magnetic force or the impact are also at play. (I have taken 
physics courses so I know how to use these words and I know what I am talking about in terms of 



the physics at least.) 

These objects they want to melt and merge with the large body or ground that they have had an 
impact into. But the ground is solid so they cannot sink into it. The force holding these objects 
attached maintains a forward velocity only that the material of the ground is preventing them 
from proceeding forward. 

I sit down there or actually squat on the target landscape - we are moving forward! We are in 
outer space and we are moving forward! (Note to self: logic wants to hold me back from saying 
outer space but a useful RV tip is to blurt out phrases and words, I used that in the American 
football target and it proved to be extremely successful. Do not hold back on the words.) 

We are moving forward with incredible force and speed through the galaxies! The strength of this 
thing is massive! Like the strength of tens of thousands of cars! We are like riding on a meteorite! 
There is a tremendously strong push forward with great force! The colors here are dark gray and 
black, and surfaces are hard, the ground is smooth and flat and the rock things have oval stone 
shapes with a smooth surface texture. 

Aha! We could be inside of the pipe of a rifle! The force which pushes these oval shapes forward 
is tremendous, so what if they are bullets from a rifle? Yes, these several about eight of them 
objects were slung with tremendous force into this ground. 

Investigate the ground: The ground is black and lifeless and cold. It feels like a manmade material 
and not a natural surface. Inside of a cannon? 

Oh no, I am seeing the gray wall now that was in the previous element! 

7:55 PM End. 
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